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T0 all whom, ¿t may concer-7b: -, » 

Beit known that-I, SAMUEL A. MCKELVEY; 
a citizen of the United States of America, re 
siding at Pittsburg, in the county of Alle 
gheny and State of Pennsylvania, have_.in 
vented certain new and usefulÀ Improvements 
in Game Apparatus, of which the following is 
a specification, reference being had therei « 
to the accompanying drawings. 
This invention relates to certain new and 

useful improvements in games, and more par 
ticularly to a game board or apparatus where 
by interesting and instructive games may be 
played. Y ' 1 

Brieiiy described, my invention comprises 
a somewhat rectangular table or bed having 
a wall around the edge and provided adja 
cent the front edge with a series of pockets 
or inclosures. At» the back of the table or 
bed is arranged a substantially rectangular 
casing, in which is mounted a series of bells 
or like alarms, the front of the casing being 
provided with a series of openings, which 
may be graduatedor made of di?erent size 
for the purpose, as will more presently ap 
pear. The casing'carries a pair of hinged 
shields, which project outwardly-at an in 
cline to the frontface of the >casing when the 
device or apparatus is set up in position to 
be used. The casing is constructed at the 
lower side of its target-face with aslot, where 
by the balls or other objects projected. at thep 
target may roll out of the casing onto the cas 
ing or bed into one or more of the pockets or 
inclosures, all of which construction will be 
hereinafter more fully described, and spe 
ciíically pointed out in the claims. 
In describing the invention in detail refer 

ence is had to the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this specification, and where 
in' like numeralsof reference indicate like 
parts throughout the several views,in which 
Figure 1 is a detail perspective view of my 

improved" game' apparatus. Fig. 2 is a de 
tached detail perspective View of the inclo 
sure-strip for the bottom of the target-casing. 
Fig. 3 is a transverse vertical sectional view, 
and Fig. 4 is a like view through the propel 
ling device for the ball or other object. 
To put my invention into practice, I pro 

vide the somewhat rectangular table or'bed 

1, provided at its ends and along the front 
edge with a wall 2,*this wallk also extending 
along a portion of the rear edge of the tabl 
and joining with the ends of the substantiallyv 
„rectangular casing 3. The ̀ front 4 of this 
casing3 forms a target, and to this end it is 
provided with a series of openings 5, which 
may be of dilïerent sizes, as shown, and each 
of these openings may be designated by a nu 
meralof diiïerent value, the larger openings 
preferably having numerals of smaller value 
and the smallest opening having a number 
of larger value than any of the others. 

 To the inner face of the rear wall of the 
casing 3 is secured a series of gongs 6, a gong 
being placed behind each of the apertures 5, 
and in the bottom of the casing is an inclined 
wall 7, whereby the spherical objects after’ 
they enter the casing 3 will roll out through 
the slot'or opening 8, provided therefor at 
the bottom of the target, and onto the table 
or bed. I preferably arrange upon the bed 
or tablejùl a series of inclosures which are 
numbered different values, a practical form 
of inclosure being a strip 9 and having a T 
shaped head 10. Thus the projecting ends 
of the T-shaped head lform ways 11, through 
vwhich the spherical objects must roll into the 
inclosures. The casing is closed at its top by 
a cover 12, having the upwardly-extending 
front 14,’ which projects above the target and 
gives a greater surface thereto, a suitable 
brace lö‘being provided for this upwardly 
projecting strip 14. The casing carries a pair 
of hinged shields 16, the lower edges of which 
rest upon the table or head 1, and when the 
>device is disassembled these shields 16 may 
vbe closed down over the front of the target 4. 
In case it is not desired toV have the spherical 
objects roll out onto the table or bed <1,`I may 
close the slot or opening 8 by the strip 17, 
which carries the feet 18 to rest upon-the ta 
ble or bed. . Y ' 

The game is played by having a suitable 
propelling device to project the objects at the 
target, the object of the game being to shoot 
the spherical object into a certain one of the 
openings 5, so that the same will strike the 
gong and sound the same. In Fig. 4 I have 
shown a practical Vform of propelling device 
in the form of a small cannon comprising a 
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barrel 19, having a spring-actuated plunger 
20, which extends through the rear of the bar 
rel and is propelled forward by the spring 21, 
which is arranged in the recess in the rear of 

5 the barrel, the spring having its forward end 
passed through the propelling-plunger 20. , 
This gun is suitably mounted so as to be 
sighted to different elevations. The casing 
3 is placed at the rear of the table or bed 1, 

ro with hinged‘shields opened out in the man 
ner shown in Fig. 1. The propelling device 
is placed at a suitable distance in front of 
the target and the operators endeavor to pro 
pel the ball or other object placed in the can 

x5 non through the desired one of the openings 
5. If the ball passes through the opening, 
it will strike the gong or bell and give the 
„alarm In event it fails to pass through one 
of the openings it will be retained on the 

2o table or bed 1 and counts for whatever'amount 
is given to the inclosure into which the ball 
finally rolls, providing it rolls into one of the 
inclosures. The game is played by two or 
more, a certain predetermined number win 

25 ning the game-for instance, one hundred 
and the first person to make one hundred 
will win the game. The count will be made 
according to the value placed upon the open 
ings 5 through which the ball passes and 

3o also the value of the inclosure on the table 
or bed into which the ball may roll. 
Other forms of propelling devices than 

herein shown may be employed, and it will 
also be observed that various changes may be 

35 made in the details of construction without 
departing from the general spirit of my in 
vention.  

Having fully described my invention, what 

724,920 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-ters 
Patent, is Y 

1. In a game apparatus, the combination 
with a bed or table having an inclosing wall 
and provided along the forward edge with a 
series of inclosures, of a substantially rec 
tangular casing, the front of which forms the 
target and is provided with a series of open 
ings, gongs mounted in the casing back of 
each opening, the said shields hinged to the 
casing and resting on the table or bed, sub 
stantially as described. 

2. In a game apparatus, the combination 
with a table or bed having a series of in 
closures along the front edge, of a substan 
tially rectangular casing at the rear of the 
table or bed provided in its front with a se 
ries of openings of different size's, a bell or 
gong mounted in the casing back of each 
opening, and hinged shields carried by the 
casing and resting on the bed or table at each 
end of the target, substantially as described. 

3. In a game apparatus, a table or bed hav 
ing an inclosing wall, the casing at the rear 
end of'the table or bed, the front face of 
which forms the target and is provided with 
a series of openings, gongs mounted in the 
casing back of each opening, an inclined bot 
tom in the casing below the gongs, the said 
shields carried by the casing projecting out 
wardly at an incline from each end of the 
target, substantially as described. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in the presence of two witnesses. 
SAMUEL A. MCKELVEY. 

Witnesses: 
JOHN N. DUNN, 
E. E. POTTER. 
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